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Differential equations involving the term y-“, where m is a positive integer, are 
solved by the decomposition method (Adornian, “Stochastic Systems,” Academic 
Press, New York, 1983; “Nonlinear Stochastic Operator Equations,” Academic 
Press, New York, in press; J. Math. Anal. Appl. 55, No. 1 (1976), 441452). C 1985 
Academic Press, Inc. 
The decomposition method [l-3] has been shown to be a convenient 
and useful way of obtaining computable and accurate solutions to operator 
equations involving nonlinear terms. Adomian and Sibul [3,4] 
demonstrated solutions for differential equations containing polynomial 
nonlinearities ym with positive integer m. This paper will consider terms 
Y --m with positive integer m. We consider the standard form of the referen- 
ced work Fy = Ly + Ny = x(t), where L is a linear differential operator and 
Ny the nonlinear term. We assume L is first order, since generalizations to 
nth order have been previously discussed [l]. Suppose then we consider 
an equation such as 
dyldt-yp”=O (1) 
i.e., L=d/dt, Ny= -ye”, x(t)=O, y(O)k. From [l], L-‘=Jb [.]dt. (An 
nth-order L simply means L-l symbolizes n-fold integrations from 0 to t.) 
We can write (1) as 
Ly=y-” 
L-q,y=L-'y-" 
y-y(O)= L-‘y-” 
y=k+LY f An 
n=O 
where the A, are the polynomials defined by Adomian [l, 21 and 
generated for the specific term y-“. Setting y = C,“=O y,, we have 
00 
c y,=k+L-’ f A,. 
II=0 n=O 
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We obtain immediately 
yo=k 
y, = L-IA, 
y*=L-‘A 1 
y,= L-IA, 
y,= L-IA 3 
The A, are given by (see [ 11) 
A,=y,” 
A, = -my;““+ ‘jy, 
A,=+m(m+ 1) ~@‘+*)~;-my,‘“+‘)~~ 
A, = -dm(m + l)(m + 2) y;(“+3)y: 
f m(m+ 1) y;@+*)y,y2-myo (m+l)y3 
Consequently, 
yo=k 
y,=L-‘A o=L-‘(kp”)=(k-“)t 
y2=Lp’A, = -mkm(2”+‘)I*/2! 
y, =L. ‘A,=m(2m+ 1)kpt3”+*)t3/3! 
y4=Lp’A,= -m(2m+1)(3m+2)k m(4m+3)r4/4! 
n-l 
v,=(-1)” n [vm+v-lJk-(“m+“~l)f”/n! 
Y = 0 
so that 
y(t)= fj (-l)Hnfi [vmtv-l]k-(““+“-“t”/n!, 
n=O “=O 
a convergent series (whose sum is m + ’ ,,/(m+ 1) t+km+l). 
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The case m = 3 or the equation dy/dt - yP3 =0 with y(O)=k= 1 
immediately ields the solution 
y = 1 + t - 3t2/2! + (3)(7) t3/3! - (3)(7)(11) t4/4! + ... , 
or 
y=(l +4t)“4. 
(Convergence is assured for k 3 1). 
Now consider the example dy/dt = t + yp ‘. We have L = d/dt, 
Ny = -y - ‘, x(t) = t. Assume y(0) = k = integer. Then 
L-‘Ly= Lp’x(t)- L-‘Ny 
y-y(0)=Lp’t+Lp’ 5 A, 
IT=0 
where the A, polynomials are generated for y-~ ‘. Then 
y=k+t2/2+L-’ f A n 
n=O 
where 
y, = k + t2/2 
and since A,=y;‘, A, = - y;*y,, A*= -Y,~~,+Y&~Y:, etc., 
y,= 
5 
’ y,‘dt 
0 
y,= ;(k+r’;2)-‘dt 
I 
y, = (2/k)‘j2 tan~1[t/(2k)1/2] 
The two-term approximation & = y, + y, to the complete solution 
y(t) = C,“= o yn is therefore 
Table I compares this approximation with results of numerical integration 
using k=4. 
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TABLE I 
Decomposition Numerical 
I method & integration y A=kY % Error 
0 4.0 4.0 0 0 
0.5 4.25 4.25 0 0 
1.0 4.14 4.13 .Ol 0.21 
1.5 5.41 5.46 .Ol 0.18 
2.0 6.44 6.42 .02 0.31 
2.5 1.64 7.61 .03 0.39 
3.0 9.08 9.05 .03 0.33 
4.0 12.68 12.64 .04 0.32 
5.0 17.25 17.21 04 0.23 
10.0 54.92 54.88 .04 0.07 
20.0 205.01 204.97 .04 0.02 
With only a little more effort we could go to a higher q5,, say qSs, for 
example, for a better approximation which is unnecessary since the percent 
error is already extremely small. The worst case is less than 0.4%. 
However, if we go to & we find the worst case has an error less than 
0.02%-this for only three term approximation! Thus we have a very rapid 
convergence (see Table II). Clearly the decomposition method is very 
accurate. 
Higher derivatives, higher powers in Ny or in x(t) are simple 
generalizations [1, 21. For example, 
d”yJdt” + y-” = t’ 
TABLE II 
Decomposition Numerical 
t method & integration y A=&y % Error 
0 4.00 4.00 0 0 
0.5 4.25 4.25 0 0 
1.0 4.73 4.73 0 0 
1.5 5.46 5.46 0 0 
2.0 6.42 6.42 0 0 
2.5 7.61 7.61 0 0 
3.0 9.05 9.05 0 0 
4.0 12.64 12.64 0 0 
5.0 17.21 17.21 0 
10.0 54.87 54.88 0 - 1.82 : lo-*” 
20.0 204.96 204.97 -0.1 -4.88 x 10m3” 
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is immediately calculable from expressions for A, for negative powers of y 
remembering L-’ represents n-fold integrations from 0 to t. 
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